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Be ready for surprises
Anticipating astonishments and shocks
in cross-border acquisitions
Among a company’s other opportunities, acquisitions are an important strategy for
accelerating its growth, improving its competitive position, and expanding into new
markets through cross-border deals. And while all significant business decisions are
subject to risk, the all-encompassing scope of acquisitions makes such investments
among the most uncertain and subject to surprises. Eliminating uncertainty and surprise
is, of course, impossible, though anticipating and preparing for what may lie ahead is not.

A

cquisitions are a business activity often
associated with overconfidence. As one
investment banker reflected: “Though
experienced [acquisition] people should not be
surprised, they probably will be.” As for less
experienced executives,a misplaced emphasis on
trying to eliminate potential acquisition surprises
is best replaced by effective preparation for
inevitable surprises.
Cross-border acquisitions add a cultural
dimension to every step leading to the conclusion
of a deal and the integration activities that follow.
The US-based CEO of a specialty materials
company suggested:“Of course we are mindful of
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the cultural differences between our country and
the country in which we are doing a deal,as well as
the company cultures of the firms we purchased.
“In Latin America, the day-to-day interactions
among customer and suppliers in the [specialty
materials] sector were often unfamiliar; it was yet
another culture to consider and learn to navigate.
Those cultural differences in particular were really
challenging for our team trying to interact with
and support the new business.”
This article is based on recently completed
research on acquisition surprises, including
interviews with over 80 executives and acquisition
advisors.The findings and recommendations from

the research provides potential peer-to-peer
learning for those experienced with acquisitions
as well as those pursuing initial deals.

Confirmatory diligence in cross-border
deals
In cross-border deals, due diligence of ‘facts and
figures’ in areas like accounting, tax, corporate
structure,environmental,contracts and other legal
aspects are essential, same as for domestic
acquisitions. In the case of cross-border deals,
however,‘the importance of having the right local
advisers cannot be underestimated’, according to
the CEO of a US-based industrial services
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company when reflecting on a recent acquisition
in southern Europe.
Local advisers, including legal counsel,
financial/tax accountants, and other subject matter
experts provide essential interpretation of local laws,
regulations, and business practices, as well as the
strength and enforceability of business contracts.
Another acquisition-savvy CEO advised
screening local counsel for experience with the
particular deal’s buyer/seller pairing (say, USbuyer/Mexico-seller) to ensure that the local
interpretations were reported in light of how the
particular buyer’s experience would inform their
understanding of the assessments provided.
As noted earlier, cultural considerations are
pervasive in cross-border deals. A corporate
development executive advised:“Our diligence
practices in certain countries depended on
anticipating cultural norms regarding how
potentially negative information may or may
not be shared.
“In countries as different as Mexico and
Japan, culturally-driven motivations to avoid any
embarrassment to the company or boss are
strong. It was not a matter of bad intentions,
rather a cultural difference that confounded our
diligence of the basic pluses and minuses of a
business’s operations.”

Organisational surprises; often
encountered; always challenging
“Talent assessment ranks among the top
challenges for companies making acquisitions.
In the best of circumstances, it’s difficult to
determine whether key managers will be
successful in the new organisation,” counseled a
senior vice president of human resources with
two decades of acquisition diligence and
integration experience.
Over 80 per cent of those interviewed in our
research indicated that all or most senior
management of the target was retained postclosing. Yet 40 per cent of those interviewed
encountered ‘organisation and people’ postclosing surprises following the acquisition.
Acquiring a business often reflects the
assessment that the target company’s leadership
and organisation have operated effectively, and
can continue to do so in support of future growth
and value to the acquirer.
Recognising that post-acquisition ownership
may bring new expectations, different priorities,
and often an accelerated plan for growth is
important in anticipating potential surprises.
Further,
the
acquired
company’s
management may have been well-suited to an
earlier phase of its existence, while ill-suited to
managing as part of a larger enterprise. And a
cross-border deal adds potential for
communication and cultural issues.
“A better review of personnel prior to the
acquisition would have made for a smoother
transition. The challenge with this acquisition (or
any acquisition) is making difficult decisions on
personnel prior to the transaction...,” advised an
experienced middle market acquirer.
Anticipating organisational surprises requires
ongoing monitoring and preparing for a possible
change in personnel, perhaps months or longer
after completion of the transaction. Such
organisational transitions, whether planned or
abrupt, may be dramatically more challenging
following cross-border acquisitions.

With different geographies and cultures
involved,a quick change in local senior leadership
may be impractical (e.g., requiring an executive
from elsewhere in the organisation to relocate),
legally complicated (e.g., based on local labour
and contract law), or perhaps damaging or
confusing to customer relationships that represent
the value of the acquired firm.
Planning for the post-closing relationship between
the people of the acquirer and of their new crossborder operation requires case-specific planning.

Customer and market-related surprises
Establishing a clear understanding of a target
company’s customers and market position is
critical to assessment of value and risk. However,
that clear understanding may be elusive for several
reasons inherent in an acquisition process, thus
potentially leading to post-closing surprises.
First, many prospective sellers limit direct
access to customers during a sale process,
whether for competitive reasons, toward
minimising disruption of ongoing business
relationships, or reflecting limited knowledge
of their sales organisation to the pending
consideration of a sale.
The 'acquired company did what they could to
keep the acquiring company from talking with
customers in detail,” reported a C-level executive
in the home services industry. This common
constraint on diligence may lead to unexpected
outcomes post-closing.
Second, certain customers may be prompted
by the change in ownership to seek new pricing,
consider competitive offers, or perceive new risks
in their relationship with the target. Clear
determination of the risk of such potential actions
may be speculative in advance of a transaction.
Third, the target company’s position in the
market or their unique vantage point on an
evolving market may be simply beyond the view
of a potential buyer, notwithstanding careful
interviews with management or outsiders with
perceived expertise on relevant trends.
Start integration planning early...
very early
Getting an early start with integration planning
may be helpful in reducing the risk of surprises
and better preparing a company to face surprises
encountered.
This ‘early start’ may include involving sales,
marketing, and operations executives in certain
pre-closing activities, such as: acquisition strategy
development, analysis of potential targets, due
diligence, and valuation.
These same executives may participate in
scenario analyses to consider the range of
possibilities and the appropriate preparations
related to customers,strategic suppliers,competitors,
and their own organisational capabilities.
Certain cross-border acquisitions may involve
more advance knowledge of a target, for example,
through past business collaboration or even
competition. And, confirmatory due diligence of
cross border deals may be more detailed. These
may serve to support early planning for postclosing integration.
Expect a bigger time investment with
cross-border acquisitions
From initiation of the search for a potential deal
through negotiation,due diligence and closing the
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deal, the work of most acquisitions is typically
time-consuming.
Among acquisition surprises, this may be
among the most obvious to anticipate, though it
remains a perennial source of conflict for many
executives living with the day-to-day reality.
In the case of cross-border acquisitions,
confirmatory due diligence may be more
extensive,organisational assessment of heightened
importance, and understanding local market
conditions requiring time abroad.
According to one acquiring executive: “It is
easier to identify the people and expertise
required than it is to engage them in the
[acquisition] task, as they usually have other fulltime job responsibilities.”

Looking ahead
Evaluation of potential business acquisitions
requires an extraordinary breadth of analyses and
assessments.These range from relatively objective
matters such as tax and environmental audits, to
more subjective and dynamic considerations like
prospective customer relationships and the future
effectiveness of suitability of an acquired
company’s management team.
While some executives may reflexively reach
for due diligence checklists, certain areas of
greatest potential risk of post-closing surprises,
notably those related to people, customer
relationships, and cultural aspects, simply are not
conducive to checklists.
Indeed, some surprises may prove highly
positive for the acquiring firm,whether a customer
with unexpected volume potential, an ‘acquired’
operating executive with experience and
capabilities beyond the scope of their previous
responsibilities, or distribution partners offering
value to the new, larger company.
As one CEO reflected on a recently completed
deal:“...the acquisition has been financially and
strategically successful, though we certainly
didn’t follow the script that was in place when
the deal was done.”
Joseph Feldman is president of Joseph
Feldman Associates, a Chicago-based corporate
development consulting firm. Founded in
2003, the firm provides acquisition and other
strategic transaction consulting to growing
companies and their investors.
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